
CALL US:
(903) 526-5000

4295 Kinsey Drive
Tyler, Texas 75703

ADVANCED. MODERN. DIAGNOSTICS.
When you're looking for the most accurate results in

diagnostic testing, visit

WWW.PAINCENTERTYLER.COM

PAIN RECOVERY CENTER OF TYLER
We offer the latest testing techniques to diagnose a

number of health conditions

Trained professionals use a tailored approach

to gather clinical information

Highest quality diagnostics help develop

a pain management program

Diagnostic services offered:

Digital xrays

EMG testing

NCS testing

Digital fluroscopy

Functional and performance

testing



PAIN RECOVERY CENTER OF TYLER

Pain Recovery Center of Tyler offers state-of-the-art diagnostic testing services at
our practice in Tyler, Texas. The diagnostic methods we utilize have been shown to
yield precise and accurate results in order to diagnose a number of health conditions

and determine the proper steps for a pain management treatment program. Pain
Recovery Center of Tyler specializes in pain management treatment options for

East Texas patients. Our treatment options utilize more than 15 safe and effective
therapies to target the source of pain, including spinal decompression, injection

therapy, diagnostics, physical therapy and treating injured workers.

Diagnostic testing is used in a medical setting to aid in the diagnosis of a particular
health condition, including the severity of the condition and susceptibility to pain

management treatment.

Pain Recovery Center of Tyler offers the following diagnostic testing services
performed on-site:

- Digital x-rays: Digital x-ray advantages include time efficiency, ability to transfer
images and less radiation for patients.

- Electrodiagnostic tests: Through EMG testing, our pain physicians are able to
determine whether there is any irregular electric activity in the muscles. NCS testing
is done in conjunction with EMG testing and is designed to measure the conduction

of nerves.
- Digital fluoroscopy: An examination of the tissues and deep structures of the body

using an X-ray imaging device.
- Functional and performance testing: Return to work tests, return to sports tests,
etc. are used to assess a patient’s capacity for physical activities following a pain

management treatment program.

If you would like more information on our diagnostic testing services, please feel
free to contact the Pain Recovery Center of Tyler office at (903) 526-5000 or visit

our website at www.paincentertyler.com.


